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About This Content
This pack of additional dinosaurs is for owners of the base game who would like to upgrade to the Deluxe Edition of Jurassic
World Evolution. Includes the following Dinosaurs:
· Styracosaurus
· Crichtonsaurus
· Majungasaurus
· Archaeornithomimus
· Suchomimus
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Title: Jurassic World Evolution - Deluxe Dinosaur Pack
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Frontier Developments
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 (SP1+)/8.1/10 64bit
Processor: Intel i5-2300/AMD FX-4300
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: nVidia GTX 560 (2GB)/AMD Radeon 7850 (2GB)
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 8 GB available space
Additional Notes: Minimum specifications may change during development

English,French,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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jurassic world evolution deluxe dino pack. jurassic world evolution - deluxe dinosaur pack key. jurassic world evolution deluxe
dinosaur pack. jurassic world evolution - deluxe dlc (jurassic world evolution - deluxe dinosaur pack). jurassic world evolution
deluxe dinosaur pack ps4. jurassic world evolution - deluxe dinosaur pack dlc
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u043d\u044f \u043f\u0438\u0440\u043e\u0436\u043e\u043a
\u041d\u043e\u043b\u044c \u0438\u0437 \u0434\u0435\u0441\u044f\u0442\u0438. not worth unless its $2 or less.. I got this
when I first got Jurassic World Evolution, and this is what I think of this pack:
Basically, all this includes is 5 dinosaurs and their respective dig sites. Here's the rundown:
-Archaeornithomimus: This is personally my least favorite ornithomimid in the game, at least in terms of physical appearances
go. The colors for it's basic skin aren't great, and while it's others are better, it's probably my least favorite dinosaur in the pack.
-Crichtonsaurus: Another picky ankylosaur that can only live in exhibits with a few other dinosaurs. It's a clever choice,
however, because it's named after Michael Crichton, the author of the original Jurassic Park novel and The Lost World. The
skins are meh, but I like it better than the Archaeornithomimus.
Majungosaurus: Now we're getting into the better dinosaurs. The Majungosaurus has some nice spikes all over it's body, and it's
the only dinosaur in the game so far that can be found in Madagascar. My favorite skin for this dinosaur is the Jungle pattern,
and I find it far better than any of the Crichtonsaurus's.
Styracosaurus: Aside from the famous Triceratops, this is probably my favorite ceratopsid in the game. It's nose horn is nice and
long, and it sports some impressive frill spikes. It's skins are decent, and it's a cool-looking dinosaur.
Suchomimus: BY FAR, the best dinosaur in this pack. This dinosaur very likely has the best basic skin in the game, with yellow
and faded blue patterning. It's skins are fantastic, and I highly recommend the Jungle and Woodland patterns. It's an awesome,
unique-looking dinosaur, and I enjoy it.
Overall: I don't consider any of the dinosaurs in this bad, but some are definitely better than others. The Suchomimus is for sure
the best in this pack, and I think that you should get it. For about $2.2 a dinosaur, I think it's worth it.
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